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Common Sense For Oregon Continues  

to Expose Government Waste! 

The most two recent revenue forecasts for the state of Oregon show that the budget 

approved by the Oregon Legislature in 2009 has overspent the projected tax revenues the 

state will receive by a whopping $1.2 billlion (that's billion - with a "B").  In other words, 

the legislature and the Governor are expected to overdraft the state's checking account by 

$1.2 billion dollars. 

Not surprisingly, many politicians are already promoting an increase in Oregon's already-

high income tax. 

These politicians miss the point.  Oregon has a spending problem, not a revenue problem.  

Oregon is spending money on things that are entirely frivolous.  That is not to say that 

everything the state spends our money on is frivolous (supporters of more state spending 

will inevitably misrepresent my words), but there is a lot of money in Oregon being spent 

on items not related to the core functions of government. 

If you want to keep up on example of government waste - in Oregon and across the country 

- then make sure to check out Common Sense For Oregon's FaceBook page, or sign up to 

follow Common Sense For Oregon on Twitter.  We try to update these pages everyday with 

examples of wasteful and/or abusive government spending. 

  

    

    

Common Sense for a Buck-A-Month! 

 

  

 "A Dollar a Month, That's All We Ask......." 

  

Isn't a dollar-a-month a good deal for a little common sense?  We think so too, and hope 

 
  

Join the  

Dollar-a-Month Club! 

  

Click Here! 

  

 
  

Spread the Word!  

Please Feel Free to Tell a Friend 
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Share on Facebook 

Share on LinkedIn 

Share on MySpace 

Share on Twitter 

Share on Yahoo Buzz 

Share on Digg 
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that you take the time to make sure Common Sense is alive and well in Oregon. 

  

As you may know, Oregon is facing a very large budget deficit.  For the first time in the last 

couple of decades, politicians are finally starting to acknowledge that Oregon has a 

spending problem, not a revenue problem.  Momentum is on our side, we just need to keep 

it up! 

  

Next January, a new Governor and a new Legislature will descend on Salem to begin 

tackling the budget deficit.  The politicans are going to have two choices: raise taxes or cut 

spending. 

  

We know what they did in 2009 - they raised taxes - because the politicians do not 

understand that Oregon has a spending problem, not a revenue problem. 

 
  

Enter Common Sense For Oregon and the Golden Fleece Award! 

  

The Golden Fleece Award "highlights" examples of wasteful government spending - like 

free soda pop for prisoners, or ridiculously high health insurance premiums, or free satellite 

television service for prisoners - to demonstrate what most Oregonians already know: 

Oregon has a spending problem, not a revenue problem. 

  

Ironically, there is something we need to keep the Golden Fleece Award program going: 

money. 

  

Money is the "mother's milk" of politics, and without it, nothing can get done.  That is just 

the hard and fast truth. 

  

If everyone who receives this message committed to contributing $12 per year - that is $1 

per month! - then Common Sense For Oregon would have the resources necessary to 

continue the fight. 

  

Just $1 per month......that is all we ask. 

  

Please click on the "Donate" button and make your committment to Common Sense For 

Oregon. 

  

 
  

2007 State Street 

Salem, Oregon 97301 

info@commonsensefororegon.org 

503-480-0523 
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